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MODULE DESCRIPTION Industrial design, outlook and familiarity: Interdisciplinary collaboration 
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Contents 

The module is intended to provide exercises in collaboration with various stakeholders. This means 

identifying collaborations and stakeholders of interest to designers, and cooperating with other 

competences and assessing which other expertise and experiences may be valuable to include in design 

work at various times. The student reflects on their own contribution to the collaboration from a 

perspective on design as its own field and from their own professional role. 
 

Brief - Food in the kitchen - in collaboration with Electrolux 

In this module you will work on the theme "Food in the Kitchen”, and aim for design proposals situated 

in the year 2025. We want you to investigate how food can be prepared, cooked and preserved in the 

kitchen. You should investigate and apply aspects of circular design in your design proposals, and also 

look beyond the kitchen, embracing an holistic approach to your exploration. Questions you should 

address are: 

- How can kitchen products be designed for circularity? Key concepts: Choice of materials, design 

for disassembly, circular design, design for repair 

- What is sustainable food? Key concepts: Food and the climate, food waste, user habits, 

monocultures 

In your design process you should also work with CMF and branding.  
 

Roadmap 

During the first week (week 40) you’ll work in groups of four students and research the subject for a 

broader and deeper understanding of the subjects and design possibilities related to it. 
 

From the second week (week 41) and onwards you can choose if you want to work individually or in 

groups. During the second week you will make value propositions and test these on target consumers. 
 

For the continuation of the module you will make physical prototypes, interact with possible end 

consumers, refine your prototypes, and make final design proposals. You should incorporate CMF and 

branding in the final proposals. 
 

Grading criteria 

For the grade approved the student should do this: 

- take part in individual tutoring and joint discussions, 

- make physical prototypes and visualisations of workshop material and design proposals, both in group 

assignments and individually 

- Presentations and reviews during all module parts. 



 

Factors that will be assessed are;  

- how you have framed your project (was the frame too wide, to narrow or well suited for what 

you wanted to explore),  

- your engagement with external stakeholders (end consumers, people with knowledge about 

food, etc)  

- the level of articulation in your design proposal (how well does the design proposals 

communicate your intention, CMF, brand)  

- and the relevance of your design proposal in relation to your intention.  
 

 

The course includes the following elements: 

- Presentations by Electrolux,  

- Development of concepts and value propositions, testing of these with target consumers, 

- Physical prototyping, testing of prototypes with target consumers, modification of prototypes, 

- Production of final proposals 

- Tutoring sessions and final presentation. 
 

Devilerables 

- physical prototypes during the module to explore the interaction and usage of the experiments,  

- 3D models during the module to explore different options and for the refined design proposal 

- each student / student group (depending on how you’ve chosen to work) shall by the final 

presentation show physical prototypes that have been used to explore concepts with target 

consumers  

- each student / student group shall by the final presentation have renderings of 3D-models that 

show what the final proposal should look like and clearly communicate the design choices 

- each student / student group shall summarize the project in a poster, with text and images 

showing both prototypes, renderings and interaction with target consumers. 

- the class shall build an exhibition by the end of the module 

 
 

Learning Outcomes; after completing this module, the student shall have displayed the ability to: 

- in cooperation with other expertise and/or stakeholders, use different methods for cooperation and 

present the aims and results 

- assess which other disciplines, knowledge and experiences can be useful to include in the design work 

at various points, 

- reflect on how knowledge is created in cooperation with other stakeholders, 

- demonstrate the ability to clearly present and discuss their activities and artistic issues 

in dialogue with different groups, orally, in writing or by other means 

 
 

Course literature/Reading list 

Go to your Canvas page for this info. 

 
 

 

 



 

 

Preliminary Schedule 

Below are some important dates. They may be subject to change. Go to your Canvas calendar for 

updated and detailed schedule information and tutoring times. 
 

Monday, September 28. Introduction to the module by Jonas 
 

Tuesday, September 28. Introduction to the theme by Adam Szczepanowski 
 

Tuesday, October 6. Presentation of research “Food in the kitchen” 
 

Tuesday, October 13. Frame & Name. Show us how you've framed your design project and propose a 

name for it. 
 

Monday, October 26. 75% Presentation 
 

Thursday, November 5. Final presentation 
 

November 5-10. Exhibition in Trapphusgalleriet 
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